Freshman Basketball Team Plays M.C.I. Club Friday And U. of Maine Fresh Next Day

Undealt Hoist Of '40 Have Won Seven Games And Should Continue
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John A. Curtis Will succeed James Nelson who will take over position of Alumni Secretary and Chase Hall Director.

Mr. John A. Curtis, of Boston, a graduate of Bates in the Class of '35, will become Associate Secretary and Director of Chase Hall in succeeding Mr. James Nelson, Jr., '39, who held the last position for fourteen years. Mr. Curtis took over the duties on November 29 and is placed in a position of the utmost confidence by the Alumni Association.

Mr. Nelson, who is leaving the college after a successful period of nearly ten years, has completed his duties at the college in every respect. His record as head of the college and at great sacrifice is one of which the Alumni Association can feel proud.

Mr. Nelson will make his home in Boston.

BY SAM LEARD '38

John A. Curtis, in the Department of Monograph and Photograph, Y. M. C. A. '48, has been given a chance to enter the realm of filmmaking, a realm which he has been studying for the past year. Mr. Curtis' first film will be entitled "The Fortune," and is scheduled for completion by the end of the month.

Mr. Curtis, a native of the state of New Hampshire, is a member of the staff of "The Bates Student" and is associated with the literary and dramatic societies of the college. His work has been characterized by a high standard of production, and he has shown an appreciation of the finer points of the art.

Miss Irene D. Deake, daughter of Professor Deake, will be the feature of the film, which is scheduled for release at the beginning of the month. Miss Deake, a member of the class of '49, has shown a great interest in the field of film production, and her work has been characterized by a high degree of technical skill.

The film is scheduled for a release at the beginning of the month, and is expected to be a great success.
Editors' Notes

From Scratch

Now that all our new resolutions have been trodden into the ground, it seems we have forgotten (or never knew) resolutions to keep it from happening again. (In some cases it makes me wonder if we will ever come more serious in this form than ours so far.)

As we start the new semester we are somewhat handicapped in not knowing our exact location, even if we are only rough estimates. We are provided with a few exams and the exams themselves have pointed out things that should be done, things that might have been employed to advantage in the past.

Though it’s too late to do anything about last semester, results from the exams have not all been in. They are not all out of the papers. They might even help us get more of our daily exposures during the coming results. We are primarily in college for the activities in the curriculum for studies AND for cultivating the ability to correlate material. We are primarily in college for the only consideration as we plan for the new semester. To call the other activities, as a process, includes all activities which tend to enlarge our knowledge or ability. Nevertheless, most of us have taken some classes as a means to an end. It is not knowing our grades—even if they are only rough indications of our knowledge or ability. Nevertheless, most of us have taken some classes as a means to an end. It is not knowing our grades—even if they are only rough indications of our knowledge or ability. Nevertheless, most of us have taken some classes as a means to an end.

Starting the Second Semester
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Sports Shots

By Barney Merson

The Bobkittens, who have been cleaning up the league, showed that they were satisfied to play more or less a defensive game. There were times when one had to think that the Bobkittens were over ambitious Islers to long shots. The coach managed to show the effects of the previous practice. They were impressed with the outcome of the game, and found it very satisfactory. They were sure that the games were close but victory was theirs. Such a meeting is a natural competition where she had been practicing the same in track. A mighty fine basketball team. Taking the iron-man stunt in running was tough but ii the same spirit that didn't find the netting.

Coach Morey speaks before Men's Club

Coach Dave Morey discussed foot- ball and showed pictures of Bates teams in action at the meeting of the men's club of the St. George Hotel Co. (Continued) Coach Morey last Friday night.

The pictures included scenes from Bates games with Bowdoin, Colby, Bates, Dartmouth, Yale and New York University. The Garnet mentor discussed the action during the pictures, and later answered questions on football.

About 50 men were present for the premier preceding the lecture, with more new gueses arriving to hear Coach Morey speak.

Distinctive Dance Rhythms For Your Next Prom

The Bates Bobcats

W. Keck Manager

School of Nursing of Yale University

A Profession for the College Woman

The thirty-two months' course, providing an intensive and varied training, leads to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Nursing. A Bachelor's degree in arts, science, music, or a similar field, leads to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Nursing.

To Star in Your School Work

Back Your Brains with the All-Star Pen

It lets you see when to refill—because you won't run dry in classes or exams. You, thousands of students start to use Parker pens this fall for the first time. In every way, because it is this kind of Pen—and that's the kind that can keep you going all the time.

Coach Morey discussed football and showed pictures of Bates teams in action at the meeting of the men's club of the St. George Hotel Co. (Continued) Coach Morey last Friday night.

Herbert Marshall says:

"...a light smoke is a joy to the throat"

"Before I came over to this country an English cigarette appealed to me because it was firmly packed. In America I tried various brands looking for the same virtue. Lucky Strike led all the rest. And what's more—I soon discovered that Luckies were a light smoke and a positive joy to the throat."
Debating Notes

By John Mart

This term there has been written primarily for the New State of Maine debate team, who wish to keep something of the state in which, they want to spread the school year. These students have met in the Fredrica and Sophrope debate clinics. These two divided for giving debate are organized by the small debate for best speaker and three debate for members of the winning school.

Three main debate and a three-man debate are a tradition of Bates debating tradition and (it is a long one). For is the old days "Circle John" stories were in the habit of giving unique prizes to the winners of such debate contests or for "excellence in Public Debate." These prizes were weekly in the form of books—these in- cluded in a variable selection of English Literature history. But 1937 prizes are different, to correspond to a different time. And it is in the time that the lucky winners (two in each division if two teams) receive ten dollars.

Dean Peabody, Sophrope, and Fredrope who wish to try out for the vacancy at debate team will give short, three minute talks on some argumentative subject. Any student who cannot be present at that time should see Pro- fessor Geiger to make a special arrangement.

The Bates speakers will be Norma Goggin '37 and Paul Stewart '38. These two speakers have had considerable experience, although they have not had many years of experience. Bates has been in previous varsity debates, however, and the ability of the varsity involving an open forum will add interest. The debate is open style, the lawyer witness type, with Kajperooni '39 and Paul Stewart the lawyer. Either Foster '39 or the Freshman debating team will give short, three minute talks on some argumentative subject. Any student who cannot be present at that time should see Professor Geiger to make a special arrangement.

Compliments of
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Trip Through State Of Maine Proves Interesting

By John Mart

This term there has been written primarily for the New State of Maine debate team, who wish to keep something of the state in which, they want to spread the school year. These students have met in the Fredrica and Sophrope debate clinics. These two divided for giving debate are organized by the small debate for best speaker and three debate for members of the winning school.

Three main debate and a three-man debate are a tradition of Bates debating tradition and (it is a long one). For is the old days "Circle John" stories were in the habit of giving unique prizes to the winners of such debate contests or for "excellence in Public Debate." These prizes were weekly in the form of books—these in- cluded in a variable selection of English Literature history. But 1937 prizes are different, to correspond to a different time. And it is in the time that the lucky winners (two in each division if two teams) receive ten dollars.

Dean Peabody, Sophrope, and Fredrope who wish to try out for the vacancy at debate team will give short, three minute talks on some argumentative subject. Any student who cannot be present at that time should see Professor Geiger to make a special arrangement.

The debate that was to have been held at Backlund with North Allgood High School has been put off to a report from Debating Coach whereby the Bates speakers will be Hoosag-...